the term 'close reading' in the narrowest sense, if it is to have any use, must refer to reading which takes the work and the artist's oeuvre to be of a piece, and which attempts to perceive and grasp the work relative to any other texts which that reading finds illuminating. Close reading must operate in an awareness of the problematic nature of translation in the broadest sense, for the inevitability of repetition in its various guises means that intratextual and intertextual echoes abound for those with ears open to them. My third aim, flowing from the first two, is to examine the problematic nature of translation by sketching the manifold ways in which József 's manner of writing in 'Szürkület' resembles Shakespeare's.
'Szürkület' is a poem fragment of about thirty lines (see Appendix). 6 It is a monologue and a meditation on birth and death, child and parent, being and nothingness, the universe and the individual. It is therefore of a piece, thematically, with most of József 's mature work. In the detail in which these themes are explored, and in certain formal respects, however, it is an atypical work: I am by no means suggesting that there is any pervasive Shakespearianness in József 's writing.
To call attention to their broader senses I shall be using the words translate and translation in this essay to refer to a number of activities and achievements which go rather far beyond what they are usually taken to connote. Briefly: I shall be treating what is called translation as a kind, or more accurately, as kinds, of repetition. These kinds differ in degree, in other words, they form a continuum along an axis of degrees of repetition. The extremes of this axis are problematic: because of the chaotic flux, perfect repetition is impossible (Heraclitus, pa anta r p ei t) but then so is, presumably, its opposite (nihil sub sole novum 7 ), that is, partial repetition (and thereby: the possibility of parallelism) is unavoidable.
But translation, though it occupies a relatively median range on this axis, is itself problematic. This is exemplified adequately by Adam Makkai's remark on József 's 'Születésnapomra' ("For My Birthday"): 'Although it is considered untranslatable, we present four versions of this poem.' 8 This is a remarkable sentence: the concessive 'although' seems to prepare the way for the boastful 'four', as if the higher the number of 'versions' provided, the greater the refutation of the idea that the work is untranslatable. In fact, the inverse comes nearer the mark. In the words of the hendecasyllabic proverb: Offerir molto è spezie di negare ("Offering [too] much is a kind of denial").
My extended use of the word translation is one way of tackling the problematic nature of the concept. Another way would be to eschew the use of the word translation entirely; but such 5 Continued halnak, az ember él' "The gods die, Man lives", both 1930). He joined the (illegal) Communist Party in 1930, and broke with it in 1935. He alienated many in the Party with Reichian, mock-Marxian essays, for example: 'Egyéniség és valóság' "Individuality and Reality". He was in hospital for brief periods with a "nervous breakdown" (idegösszeomlás) in 1928, 1935, and 1937 . József committed suicide (under a goods train) December 3 1937. 6 The text as we have it is in fact a composite, assembled by various editors over the years. The date of composition is uncertain: it may be 1933, 1934, 1937 , or a combination of these. József did not give it a title. Different versions have significant variations in several lines, or lines missing. Overall the variation is roughly 12 per cent, that is, tantamount to that between the first quarto and first folio versions of Shakespeare's King Lear. See Jay L. Halio (ed.), The Tragedy of King Lear, Cambridge, 1992, pp. 58-59. 7 The supposedly 'equivalent' A.V. paraphrase, there is no new thing under the sun, lacks the concision and chiastic alliteration of the Vulgate. Here and elsewhere I cite in languages other than English not as verbal bravura, but rather to convey just such differences, which I take to be crucial. 8 In Quest of the Miracle Stag: The Poetry of Hungary, An Anthology of Hungarian Poetry from the 13th Century to the Present in English Translation, vol. 1, ed. by A. Makkai, Chicago, Budapest, 1996, p. 662. Attila József's 'Szürkület' a procedure would only avoid the problem. The difficulty of the concept behind the word translation may be highlighted by a consideration of the use of term itself, or of its 'equivalents' in other languages. Pertinent here is a sly and penetrating remark by the Transylvanian poet Oskar Pastior (born 1927), with which I wholly concur: 'Übersetzung ist das falsche Wort für etwas, das es eigentlich nicht gibt' ("Translation is the wrong word for something that does not exist").
9 I take him here to be referring, in a nominalist vein, to the little-recognized fact that there is no clear dividing line between the various kinds of re-working of form and content that take place both within and between languages. The term translation is normally and rather narrowly used in English to refer, unproblematically, to (1) texts produced in one language, by conscious, motivated actors, in imitation of other texts in another language, or to (2) the process of this production itself. However, one remembers that the two texts thus related are not the same or indeed interchangeable. One also remembers that things closely akin to translation are also at play in such seemingly disparate events and actions as calques, paraphrase, interpretation, direct and indirect quotation, allusion, allegory, and: metaphor, a term of Greek origin whose Latin calque 10 is translatio. The design of my essay is as follows. After a compressed discussion of translation, text, and art, I catalogue examples of kinds of repetition, for example, loan translations, metaphor, paronomasia, that qualify as covert translation in that they translate parts of texts onto other parts of the same or other texts. The rest of the essay attempts to pinpoint what is Shakespearean about 'Szürkület'.
The mirror-image apophthegms cited at the start of this essay are meant to serve as an introduction to a circularity in the problematic nature of (kinds of) texts. I cite Langer in Geertz's context because I agree with the latter's argument that what we need, if we are to understand both 'the profoundest features of social processes' and the 'unpacking of performed meaning', is a synthesis of the dichotomies embodied in Kenneth Burke v. Victor Turner, ritual v. symbolic action theory, hedgehog v. fox, and experience v. expression.
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But unlike Geertz, who opposes speech to 'text', then subdivides this latter into writingas-discourse v. action-as-discourse, 12 I see the primary opposition as one of linguistic v. non-linguistic action. For me, all linguistic action (including metalinguistic and metametalinguistic 13 action) is a subkind of symbolic, that is, social, action, and is opposed to, or at least fundamentally different from, non-linguistic action. In other words, actions 14 include not only the creation of texts, whether spoken or written, but also the recognizing of texts as texts, or, more accurately, participation in the emergence of texts. Such participation takes place in the here and now, but the source materials from which the emergence occurs may be buried deep in time: deep in the memory of the 'reader' and, in the case of written texts, deep in the history of culture. 15 Texts, then, are not here considered as things, 16 but rather as emergent events occurring at the conjunction of Peircean signs, objects, and interpretants. Put another way, they are what we as 'readers' make of linguistic strings. This is why the phrase literal translation is a contradiction in terms, for texts literally cannot be translated. 17 By the Heraclitean rule cited at the outset, repetition both 'within' a text and 'between' and 'among' texts may occur as replication of form or of content, but never of both, since the (linguistic) co-text and (extralinguistic) context will have altered. The precise nature of the 'content' will alter, and the precise nature of the form will also alter, as phonetic variation, whether induced by a metrical template or not.
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Relatively clear examples of repetition of content rather than of form may be seen in the accumulation of synonyms 'within' a text, or the substitution of forms of 'equivalent' meaning in 'translated' texts. Thus when in 'Szürkület' József writes makacs 'stubborn' 19 in line 15 and csökönyös 'obstinate' in line 17, 20 he draws attention to the putative (and problematic) synonymy of these words, giving rise thereby to the question: why not repeat the 'same' word? 21 One is suspended between the poles, however vague, presupposed to separate and distinguish these two terms. This impression of suspension is enhanced, because of their arrangement in the text, by two formal factors: (1) each of these words occurs in a co-ordinative, paratactic syntagm (that is, via és 'and') with a further synonym-pair: kétszinu y 'two-coloured; two-faced' and ravasz 'cunning'; (2) the order in which these synonyms occur is reversed, chiastically, providing a formal counterpoint to the semantic rhythm: makacs és kétszinu y [. . .] ravasz és 15 What I describe here in terms of emergence is bound up with questions of artistic intention and style as well as the part/whole relationship between work and oeuvre, oeuvre and tradition, and the problematic nature of the notions 'text' and 'art' as a whole. My point of departure in this connexion has been guided chiefly by the pragmatics of Peirce and Dewey, the autopoiesis of Maturana and Varela, and much of the aesthetic theory of Danto. I have no difficulties with what Noël Carroll has termed 'backward causation', specifically the idea that 'artworks acquir[e] essential properties after they have been loosed upon the world and after their makers are long dead'. I think Carroll is correct, however, in asserting that 'intention does not explain style, rather style often helps to isolate the consolidation of artistic intention'. See Carrol, 'Danto, Style, and Intention', The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, 53, 1995, 3, pp. 251-57. 16 We usually do use the word text to refer, metonymically, to the audible percept or visible representation on the page, and I adhere to this usage here, as well. csökönyös 'stubborn and two-faced [. . .] cunning and obstinate'. We shall return to these and other synonyms in the Shakespearean section below. For brevity's sake I here merely catalogue the kinds of repetition which can interact with translation, concentrating on those that occur with most frequency in József 's 'Szürkület'. We shall also return to some of these in the last, Shakespearean, section. Calques. At the lexical level, calques, or 'loan translations' are for the most part the given, ready-made wherewithal with which language-users work. What is generally under-appreciated is their quasi-ubiquity and their deep-rootedness. 22 Among calques of various kinds, in our text one may single out szürkület 'dusk' (derived from szürke 'grey', szürkül 'become/glow/appear grey'), a calque to German Grauen; kecs 'charm, grace', earlier 'Liebreiz, Anmut', a back-formation initiated by Gábor Dayka (1769-96) from the verb kecseget 'to lure, attract (animals)', on a rococo analogy deriving from French attraits : attraire (trahere, to pull) :: Reiz : reizen (causative to reißen); 23 and egyén 'individual; person', consciously constructed c. 1815 from egy 'one' and én 'I; ego'. Although the Hungarian word is constituted of parts which in no way reflect the Latin roots and affixes seen in the sources of English individual or person, in the light of József 's compound tárgy-egyén 'object-individual', we may see a close tie to the ein, 'one', of the literary German Einzelwesen 'individual'.
These three words occur in the first four lines of 'Szürkület', and by selecting them József focuses our attention on the ambiguity of twilight (greyness, not black-or-white), the threat that the dismantling of dark poses to the self (sublimation of separate identities into some vague universe), and the delicacy, even feminine charm, of the setting in which we are invited to watch this dismantling take place. Kecs was an extremely rare word by the twentieth century; here it lends a note of preciousness as well as vulnerability. 24 The blended, double quality of greyness comports with the "two-coloured" (kétszinu y) sub-theme of the text. Metaphor is a kind of repetition in that, at the simplest level, it entails the assertion A = B.
25
Metaphor is also a kind of translation, in that it always involves interpretation, viz. understanding one conceptual domain in terms of another. Metaphor may also be seen as operating at the lexical level, in the sense that it is either deeply embedded, as in the case of conventional metaphors such as 'death is darkness/night', 'a lifetime is a day/year', or is built afresh on the basis of such conventional metaphors. 26 In 'Szürkület', the main metaphors analogize death with day's and year's end, twilight (greyness) with indeterminacy, loss of identity, and duplicity, and birth with physical deformity, muteness, and nothingness. In this text, one is not born into this world from the néant: one gives birth to néant. In an extended simile, the persona's instinct is likened to a dog scolded by its master, but the image is blurred because, though the dog howls, it does not "speak''. The personification of the instinct-dog is complete by line 10: olyan most oy "such is he, now". The centre of gravity of the third-person pronoun o y is on human beings, and its use to refer to referents 'lower' on the animacy hierarchy always entails personification. 27 There is repetition, then, on at least two levels: the usual A = B, the instinct = dog of metaphor, plus the parallelism of "would fain give answer" (that is, does not answer) and "does not speak", that is, dog = person. The image is further obscured by the indeterminacy of the explicitly human actors: Who is the dog's master? Who is the "stranger" at whom the dog can only howl? One thing seems certain: the impotence of the persona's instinct means that all that is left is error: 'Csak egy bizonyos itt -az, ami tévedés' (line 11), which we may paraphrase as "Only one thing is certain here: that which is error". This predicament is a logical consequence of the failure of instinct: 'Lo naturale è sempre senza errore'.
28 Lists (enumeratio) are a third kind of repetition in 'Szürkület'. They take the form of a detailed enumeration, taking up roughly a quarter of the text, of examples of how others behave towards the persona (lines 18-24). Enumeration is yet another kind of translation, in that as partial repetition it amplifies, builds on, and explicates what has already been said. Four kinds of other person are mentioned in sections whose length swells, then shrinks. First, there is one who winks at the persona and addresses him with the somewhat contemptuous szép fiú 29 (line 18), then another who explicitly insults him ('hideous carrion') and accuses him of being lazy (lines 19-20), and a third who thrusts a coin into his hand and wishes him well, even expressing sympathy ("I understand you; I, too, have suffered enough"). The last one, however, robs the persona even of his rubbish. 30 Enumeration here, while intratextual repetition of a kind, is also repeated outside this poem across József 's entire oeuvre: like Rabelais, Swift, and Shakespeare, József loved lists. 31 Paronyms are yet another kind of repetition, a phonolexical repetition. 32 Towards the beginning of 'Szürkület' paronyms form clusters that function as enigmatic signifiers, 33 for example, szürkület-szerkezet "dusk-mechanism" (lines 1-2), tar-tartják-tárgy "bare-they sustain it-object" (lines 2-4), or the looser but more complex rideg-idegen "bleak/unfriendly-foreign(er)/strange" interlocking with borong-rávonít "broods/is gloomy-howls at him" (lines 8-9). There is also the possibility of a pun (paronomasia) in József 's use of the word(s) púp: alongside the standard lexical item, glossed 'hump on back', there is also a dialect word, a Slavonic loan, meaning 'navel; umbilicus '. 34 Openness to this polysemy allows one to see the even deeper connexions between the persona and the insane mother of his simile in lines 26-28. 35 Parataxis is the dominant structure of 'Szürkület', both in hendiadys 36 and in other, quasi-synonymic pairs (szép fiu : randa dög "nice boy : vile cur", ideránt : odahúz "yanks me this way : pulls me that way", hordok : viselem "I carry : I bear"). Hypotaxis occurs only in the two similes (instinct = dog, persona = mother) and in the transitional lines, 11-13, roughly halfway through the poem (hypotaxis underscored):
Csak egy bizonyos itt -Az, ami tévedés. Még jó, hogy vannak jambusok és van mibe beléfogóznom.
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The rest is co-ordination (parataxis), asyndetic in lines 1-4, then linked by és 'and' or de 'but' in lines 5, 7-9, and 12. Although a monologue, the text is non-monologic: the persona quotes and paraphrases the speech and thoughts of others and interrupts himself to ask three rhetorical questions: "Who knows?", "What could I do without it?" and "How should I know?" (lines 6, 10, 17).
Taking our lead, with Arthur C. Danto, from Charles Sanders Peirce ('the man is the sum total of his language, because man is a sign' 38 ), we may define style as the way of representing whatever a person represents. If, as I assume here, the work and the (wo)man are of a piece, any one work may, in principle, be used as a prism or lens to view the (wo)man and the work as a whole. 39 We are now in a position to survey how the text referred to as 'Szürkület' by József 's editors is stylistically similar to texts by Shakespeare, chiefly the later plays, but also the sonnets. The order of presentation moves from the more general to the more specific, as follows: (1) general stylistic features; (2) thematic and rhetorical similarities; (3) stylistic and rhetorical specifics; (4) textual and lexical specifics. 34 Loránd Benko y (ed.), A magyar nyelv történeti-etimológiai szótára (hereafter: TESz), Budapest, 1976, vol Particularly in his later plays and in most of the sonnets, complexity of thought and opacity of expression are central to Shakespeare's style. 40 I will try to show here how and to what extent József's 'Szürkület' is his most Shakespearean poem.
Complexity of thought, in Shakespeare and elsewhere, arises from the use of what Empson impishly called 'complex words'; a clearer designation, perhaps, would be 'word complexes'. Whatever we call them, these arise because, properly placed, words interanimate one another, sparking, in texts of high density, meaning potentials that are so numerous and intertwined that we cannot count or disentangle them conclusively. In this sense, there are no 'key words' in highly cohesive, dense texts: all the words are key. 41 Opacity of expression, normally seen as a fault, is also characteristic of Shakespeare in the sense that there is often, again especially in the later work, no clear indication of what is meant by a word, or combination of words, or a sentence, speech, or scene. And hence the idea that Hamlet, as a whole, is an enigma (see Vygotsky, again), or, on a smaller scale, that we do not know why Hamlet delays his revenge, if, indeed, he delays it at all.
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What is particularly Shakespearean about Shakespeare's language is the simultaneity of this complex thought and opaque expression. His thought proceeds dialogically, and questions and answers are strung into a linguistic sequence whose syntax does not necessarily make their disposition or interdependence clear. I am not thinking here of depth, but Anthony Savile's quotation of Wilhelm Meister is apt in this connexion: 'It seems as if he [Shakespeare] dissolves all puzzles for us, yet without it being possible for us to say that here or there we have the key.' 43 In 'Szürkület' we have semiotic complexity and linguistic opacity similarly conjoined. Though just thirty lines long, it manages to include a landscape with adumbrations of cosmic annihilation; an exploration of the persona's impuissant and mute instinct 44 (seen through a simile comparing it to a dog); assertions concerning the ubiquity of error and the reassurance of metre; speculation on why the persona cannot be a child, and whether he is more stubborn and sly than anyone else; a detailed description of others' abuse of the persona, and the disclosure of the persona's secret weapon: a hump on his back that, for some reason, no one notices, and that he carries around "the way a deranged mother carries her foetus". And this is no ordinary foetus, since she (and not the persona?) thinks that through this foetus she will give birth either to "muteness" (némaságot) or to "ancestral, pure void" (oysi, tiszta u yrt). One notices the recurrence of muteness and void after just a few dozen lines: it was the persona's instinct 40 The opacity is not merely due to the texts' age. Compare Frank Kermode, Shakespeare's Language, London, 2000, esp. p. 4: 'the language can admittedly be difficult, even baffling. This is obviously so for audiences coming in four hundred years after the event, but it must often have been true also of the original audiences, less because the language itself was unfamiliar [. . .] than because of the strange and original uses an individual writer might put it to.' 41 By key I mean in the manner of Empson on dog in Timon of Athens (Complex Words, Chapter 8), or in the manner of Vygotsky, who claimed that the word machine, in Hamlet's letter to Ophelia, held the very essence (camar cyts) of that tragedy. Lev Vygotsky, Psikhologija isskustva, 44 Hungarian ösztön may also be paraphrased as "impulse", "urge", "drive", even "desire".
that, like a dog, could only howl and not speak, and it was the empty (üres) air that was held aloft in the pure (tiszta) twilight. The complexity and opacity of 'Szürkület' is also derived, in part, from the fact that the text is fragmentary, unfinished; and the overall stylistic effect -to put it vaguely -is reminiscent of one of Hamlet's soliloquies. 45 In terms of its themes and rhetoric, however, 'Szürkület' shows striking similarities to two of Hamlet's soliloquies in particular: back-to-back soliloquies at the end of Act II and the start of Act III. The rhetorical device of enumeration occurs in both, but it is the specifics of theme that buttress the impression of likeness: failure of instinct, ambiguity of action/agency, and abuse, real or imagined. Alongside József 's mute instinct we have Hamlet's 'native hue of resolution/ [. . .] sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought' (III.1.84-85); compare also 'Yet I,/ a dull and muddy-mettled rascal, peak/ like John-a-dreams, unpregnant of my cause,/ and can say nothing' (II.2.561-564), wherein Hamlet's 'dull revenge' (IV.4.33) is cast in metaphors of muteness and non-pregnancy, both thematically central to 'Szürkület'. 46 The As far as style and rhetorics are concerned, what needs to be stressed is how Shakespearean paratactic pairings and hendiadys are, and specifically: how typical of Hamlet. Frank Kermode has treated this recently in some depth, 47 but it is George T. Wright we have to thank for the trailblazing. 48 Wright points out that hendiadys is a rarely-used tool in the English poetic workshop; 49 it is of rare occurrence in Hungarian, as well. Daniel Abondolo
For the textual and lexical specifics, I concentrate on metre and a few select words and phrases. In 'Szürkület', József uses mainly iambic tetrameter, but in such a way as to invoke not only the metre of dialogue in Ancient Greek tragedy, but also Shakespeare's iambic pentameter. This is partly because József 's handling of the metre is a complex composite of Hungarian laza jambus 51 with purely tonic readings in the style of mainstream English tonosyllabic verse, but specifically resembling its relatively daring deployment by Shakespeare in his dramatic poetry. 52 Because of the dominant syllable count (twelvers) there is also tension with the 'noble' traditional Hungarian tizenkettes line. 53 Shakespeare's iambic pentameter, especially in the later plays, is rife with enjambement and mid-line sentence-breaks, even aposiopesis. 54 This is precisely what we have in 'Szürkület', with enjambement at lines 12 and 16, and mid-line sentence breaks in seven lines (6, 10, 13, 17, 20, 27, and 18).
At the level of lexis, the phrase tar ágak, with which József sets the scene, is one that he had written down earlier and survives as part of a fragment. 55 We may paraphrase: "bare boughs". The imagery is reminiscent of the imagery that opens Shakespeare's seventy-third sonnet, elaborating on the conventional metaphors 'death is darkness/night', 'a lifetime is a day/year', and some of the words used to implement these metaphors are bare and boughs, along with Shakespeare's only use of the word twilight, an 'equivalent' to szürkület.
Finally, the chiastic doubling of the synonyms makacs, ravasz, csökönyös and kétszinu y has already been mentioned as notably Shakespearean because of their readings as hendiadys, but intertextually, they recall the Queen's characterization of Pisanio as a 'slye, and constant knaue' in Cymbeline (I.5.86). Seen through the lens of hendiadys, the positive and negative polarities of slyness and constancy are reversed: a faithful ('constant') servant often serves his master best by being skilful ('slye') in disobeying him. And the persona of 'Szürkület', by characterizing himself as cunning and stubborn, suggests that he has the skills of both fox and hedgehog.
If, as his reputation in Hungary suggests, Attila József achieved greatness, it was a greatness akin to Shakespeare's in the sense that both men produced poetry of unusually high formal and contentual complexity. Both were exceptionally skilled in the manipulation of language. Shakespeare was doubtless the healthier man, but both men had minds that I should call, in the context of this essay, teeming. To paraphrase Antal Szerb:
There are modern poets whose work achieves greatness because they envelop, in a halo of beauty, the treasures of our culture, our thoughts, our history, our art; such was Mihály Babits. And there are modern poets whose magic consists in the fact that their words and images transcend the understanding, they catch us unexpectedly and give us a shake, and make us receptive to a presentiment of the Great Secret; such was Attila József. 56 But it is not only 'modern' poets whose 'word magic' can transcend understanding. In József 's 'Szürkület' we have a reworking, in miniature and by means of covert 'translation', of Shakespearean style, lexis, and theme. hold with grace the empty air. A tárgy-egyén mind elválik a többito yl,
The object-individual all separates from the rest magába mélyed és talán megsemmisül.
into itself it sinks and perhaps is annihilated. Ki tudja ? Válaszolna erre ösztönöm, Who knows? It would answer, my drive, de mint az eb, melyet gazdája megszidott but like a dog, which its master has scolded s kedvetlenül borong a rideg udvaron and (which) dejectedly broods in the bleak yard s ha idegen jo y, rávonít, de nem beszél, and if a stranger comes, he howls at him, but does not speak, olyan most o y. Mihez foghatnék nélküle ? such now is (s)he. What could I do without it? Csak egy bizonyos itt -az, a mmi tévedés.
Just one (thing) is certain here -that which is error. Még jó, hogy vannak jambusok és van mibe It's a good thing that there are iambs and there is something beléfogóznom. -Járni gyermek így tanul.
for me to hold on to. 
